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About This Game

Ready your weapons and answer the call of the gods to save the universe from evil!

The Viking brothers, Evarand and Boromir, have barely recuperated from their last heroic adventure when Odin beckons. The
dark god Loki is trying to tear the universe apart and rebuild it in his warped image, and the gods of Asgard need the Vikings to

lead the charge in defense of all that is pure and good.

The epic tale sees the Viking Brothers join the god Heimdall to solve the mystery of Loki's plan. From the icy realm of
Niflheim to the red-hot depths of Helheim, Evarand and Boromir will face dark dwarfs, fire giants, a cruel witch and more.

Surprises abound as the brothers follow Heimdall's lantern, which points the way.

The gameplay complements the beautifully told story by giving players a rich and rewarding experience with broad appeal. Fans
of arcade games will enjoy racing against the clock to remove obstacles from each map and defeat enemies. People who enjoy a

strategic experience will relish the opportunity to earn achievements for managing their time and resources well. And players
who want to enjoy the addictive fun and vibrant visuals without worrying about the timer will appreciate the inclusion of a

casual mode.

Packed with thrilling challenges and offering a wealth of special features – including a bonus chapter with its own engaging
story – Viking Brothers 3 is an instant classic!
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Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,German,Russian,French,Italian,Dutch
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A bad game as the title implies. Don't bother.. Irritating UI, nonsensical storyline (even for the genre) and basically just not that
fun.. This game would be okay If we were still living in the year 1997. But we don´t, so just walk along.. Fun and addicting
match 3 game with plenty of variation which requires some thinking and strategy unlike most other similar games. You have
choices of difficulty such as replaying each level to maximise points. It has great graphics and there are plenty of levels to keep
you going.. I wasn't really sure what to expect when I picked this game up, but I have to say I'm enjoying it so far.

Gameplay is pretty simple in concept. Survive all the waves and murder the shadow monsters. It plays a little like risk of rain in
the respect of hordes of monster all trying to murder you and your grinding them for coins and gear. Each character is pretty
unique to eachother, but similar enough that switching charaters feels pretty smooth.

The art is all around really good. Sprites are good. Animation is good, especially boss intros. Music seems to get better and
better.

I can see this being a really great co-op game for people who have a Risk of Rain shaped hole in their hearts. I plan on playing a
lot more of this.

The price tag might be a little high for some people who don't have that hole in their hearts, and I did get it on sale myself, but I
can solidly recommend it if it's about 50% off to anyone.
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Why Hadley！. If you don't want bells and jingles all over the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing place for insane adrenaline then
this is the game for you, unless ur playing Timed, in which gl trying to beat Rubycoredbejeweled's score. So its a short novel
with a little sense of humor. some of the music is nursery rhymes if you listen closely. i noticed at least 3 of them. the artwork
was pretty decent as well. So i know some might not pay full price for it being worth about 1-2 hrs depending on reading speed.
its a good start for a visual novel.. pretty good game. build the full game, her indoors loves it and would buy all day
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